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Abstract—In this paper, seeded synthesis of Polyaniline 

(PANi) nanofibers, their characterization and use as 

transducers in chemiresistive DNA sensing have been reported. 

PANi, among many one-dimensional conductive polymers, has 

shown great potential as a transducer in chemiresistive 

biosensing in general and DNA sensing in particular, on account 

of its natural conductivity, ease of doping and surface 

functionalization. Herein, PANi nanofibers were synthesized 

using a seeding method, using single walled carbon nanotube 

(SWCNT) seeds. Surface morphology of the thus synthesized 

nanofibers were investigated using scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM). The nanofibers were surface modified with 2% 

glutaraldehyde for facilitating probe-DNA immobilization, and 

the results of the same were investigated using Fourier 

transform infrared spectroscopy. Further, towards analyzing 

the electrical transport properties of the PANi nanofibers, I-V 

characteristics were recorded in the applied bias range of -10 V 

- +10 V, using Agilent B1500A parametric analyzer. As inferred, 

the I-V response was symmetric about the vertical axis, 

revealing a crossover between near-Ohmic and power-law 

dominated regions. As a case study, in this work, the PANi 

nanofibers were used as transducers for chemiresistive detection 

of Dengue virus specific consensus primers (DENVCP). 

Keywords—DNA Sensors, PANi, Chemiresistive, Seeded 

synthesis, 1-D nanofibers, Hybridization. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

DNA hybridization detection is of significant importance 
in healthcare and genetics, as it finds plausible applications in 
the diagnosis of harmful mutation and infectious diseases [1-
4]. Further, identification of microbial and viral DNA / RNAs 
has greatly influenced fields such as food adulteration [5-6], 
water/soil analysis [7] and disease diagnosis. Also, the ability 
to accurately identify wildtype and mutant DNAs via 
hybridization detection can allow one to gather, and interpret, 
genetic information having far-fetched implications.  

In general, DNA hybridization sensors, targeting either 
wildtype or mutated targets, make use of single stranded 
nucleotide probes anchored on to sensor surfaces, that are 
complementary to the target nucleotide. Such probes are often 
designed with specific labels at one end, such as fluorophores, 
redux-active species and nanoparticles, which help transduce 
the target nucleotide hybridization, by generating / amplifying 
the corresponding response signal. On account of the type of 
signals that get recorded in response to and in tandem with the 
hybridization event, several transduction principles have 
emerged over the years, leading to the development of a 
myriad of DNA sensors [8-9]. In the past, our group has also 
reported the development of several electrochemical and 
chemiresistive biosensors targeting DNA hybridization / 

mutation detection, involving metal oxide nanomaterials and 
conductive polymers [10-15]. In this work, we discuss about 
the development of Polyaniline (PANi) nanostructure based 
chemiresistive platform, targeting DNA hybridization 
detection.  

PANi, being a conductive polymer in its protonated 
emeraldine form, is highly suitable for chemiresistive 
biosensing applications, based on its high propensity to 
doping, and ease of surface modification. In contrast to our 
previous works involving PANi based sensors that included 
direct electrospinning of composite nanofibers [11,14], 
herein, we have adopted a wet-chemical approach for the 
nanomaterial synthesis. Also, the mode of nanomaterial 
deposition on to the sensor platforms is dropcasting, as 
opposed to the direct electrospinning method. In here, we have 
further analysed the current-voltage characteristics of the 
dropcasted PANi nanofiber networks. As explained in detail 
later in this communication, the I-V characteristics of the said 
nanofiber network is partly linear (I α V) at lower values of 
the applied bias, and is mostly nonlinear (I α Vn). This inherent 
non-linearity is somewhat inconvenient in developing 
chemiresistive platforms, that rely on calculating the overall 
resistance of the fiber-network for the desired transduction. 
This inconvenience is related to the fact that the applied 
voltage corresponding to the onset of this nonlinearity, and the 
extent of non-linearity (i.e. the exact value of n, for I α Vn), 
may not necessarily remain constant for a given fiber network, 
before and after target hybridization, making the comparative 
analysis difficult. To avoid this, we have strategically limited 
the resistance calculations to the linear (near-Ohmic) range of 
the I-V characteristics.      

 In this work, as a case study, detection of Dengue virus 
specific consensus primer (DENVCP) is reported. The 
consensus primer, as reported previously in [10], is a 
representative sequence for all the 4 known serotypes of the 
Dengue virus. In the subsequent sections of this manuscript, 
particulars concerning the nanofiber synthesis and its 
characterization, protocols associated with the sensor 
development and results specific to the targeted application 
are described in detail. 

II. METHODS 

A. Synthesis of PANi Nanofibers 

The nanofiber seeding based synthesis of PANi nanofibers 
was carried out using a protocol, as described previously in 
[16]. In brief, 0.782 g of Aniline was added to 60 mL of 1 M 
HCl, along with 2 mg of single walled carbon nanotubes 
(SWCNT). The CNTs were added in the mixture as the seed 
template, for the desired nanofiber synthesis. To this solution, 
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a mixture of 0.365 g Ammonium peroxydisulphate and 80 mL 
HCl was added subsequently, and the mixture was allowed to 
rest for 2 hours. The dark green precipitate was then filtered, 
repeatedly washed and dried (at 80 ºC, for 12 hours), so as to 
obtain the desired PANi nanofibers. All the chemicals used in 
this work were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, USA. For all 
experimental purposes, DI water from a Millipore water 
purifier system was used.  

B. Electrode Fabrication 

For this work, interdigitated microelectrodes were 
fabricated using standard CMOS technology, following a 
protocol as described in [14]. Briefly, following standard 
cleaning protocol, oxidized p-type Si wafers were subjected to 
metal deposition (Ti/Au: 20/80 nm) via e-beam evaporation. 
Afterwards, optical photolithography was performed using a 
positive photoresist and a printed photomask, towards pattern 
ttransfer. The substrates were subsequently subjected to metal 
etching for removal of the unwanted metal, following which 
the photoresist layer was removed in acetone, so as to realize 
the interdigitated designs. The as-fabricated interdigitated 
electrodes were characterized by a metallic finger-width and 
an inter-finger distance of 200 and 80 microns, respectively 
[14]. 

C. Sensor protocols 

Towards preparing the chemiresistive devices, the wet-
chemically synthesized PANi nanofibers were first dispersed 
in ethanol, via ultrasonication. This step is critical to obtain a 
homogeneous dispersion. On to the interdigitated electrodes, 
1.5 µL of the said fiber dispersion was then dropcasted 
manually, following a shadow-masking assisted protocol, as 
described previously in [14]. In this case, post nanofiber 
dropcasting, the devices were dried at 40 ºC for 2 hours to 
facilitate the removal of solvent. Here, any high temperature 
treatment was avoided intentionally, as properties of PANi are 
highly sensitive to thermal treatment. Desired surface 
modification of PANi nanofibers was later accomplished by 
incubating the nanofibers in 2 % glutaraldehyde solution (v/v, 
in DI water) for 4 hours at 25 ºC. Subsequently, the 
functionalized nanofibers were treated with a 1:1 mixture of 
NHS and EDC (0.4 M, each), for activation of the surface-
functional groups. The surface treated nanofibers were then 
incubated with 3 µL of capture probe (5’ CGG TTT CTC 
GCG CGT TTC AGC ATA TTG A 3', 1 µM, spiked-PBS 
aliquots) at 4 ºC for 12 hours. Afterwards, the devices were 
carefully rinsed in DI water, and air dried under room 
temperature. The non-specific binding sites were later blocked 
with Bovine serum albumin (BSA). For DNA-hybridization, 
probe modified electrodes were incubated in 3 µL of the target 
DNA (5’ TCA ATA TGC TGA AAC GCG CGA GAA ACC 
G 3', spiked-PBS aliquots) for 1 hour, at 37 ºC. Post 
hybridization, the electrodes were washed with PBS buffer 
and air dried, prior to further analysis.  

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

A. Characterization of PANi Nanofibers 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the the 
wet chemically synthesized PANi nanofibers are shown in 
Fig. 1(a-b). The nanofibers, synthesized by a protocol 
described earlier, were collected as a dark green precipitate, 
and were then analysed using SEM. As can be seen, the fibers 
appear to be tens of nanometres in diameter, and comparably 
much larger in length, extending up to a few microns. This 
length to diameter proportion is important, as this ensures the 

formation of quasi 1-D structures, creating a large surface to 
volume ratio. TEM images of the nanofibers are presented in 
Fig. 1(c-d), with different magnifications. As can be seen, the 
nanofiber sample has long cylindrical features, with diameter 
varying in the range of 10-30 nm. FTIR analysis results for 
bare and surface functionalized PANi nanofibers are shown in 
Fig. 2. Here, for the bare nanofibers, the characteristic peaks 
are present in the range of 500 – 1500 cm-1, which can be 
assigned to C = C, -CN, -CH, -NH bonds. In the FTIR spectra 
of the surface functionalized PANi nanofibers, peaks between 
1500 – 1700 cm-1 can be attributed to the stretching vibrations 
of C = O & C = C bonds, whereas the broad transmittance 
peak in the range of 3000 - 3500 cm-1 can be attributed to -OH 
groups. 

The I~V characterization of the PANi nanofibers was 
performed using a Keithley 4200 SCS parametric analyser and 
an Agilent B1500 parametric analyser, coupled with a 
Cascade Summit 11K dc probe station. In this context, it is 
worthwhile to note, as opposed to the electrospun PANi/PEO 
nanofibers presented previously in [11,14], the PANi 
nanofibers are significantly smaller in length, and hence when 
dropcasted across metallic electrodes, their interconnection is 
relatively more complex. Under the given circumstances, to 
create a conductive pathway across any two adjacent metallic 

 

Fig. 1. SEM images (a-b) and (c-d) TEM images wet-chemically 
synthesized PANi nanofibers. 

 

Fig. 2. FTIR analysis of wet-chemically synthesized PANi nanofibers 
before (bold-line) and after (dotted-line) glutaraldehyde treatment. 
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fingers of the used interdigitated structure, the interconnected 
nanofiber network must at least cover the inter-electrode gap 
(the shortest path). Such an elongated network of nanofibers 
is characterized by multiple inter-fiber crossovers and 
junctions. In the literature, such complexes have been 
attributed to several nanoscale phenomena, which influence 
the conductivity of the network [17-21]. It has been suggested 
in literature, that the electron states in PANi nanofibers are 
localized, and the carrier transport happens via variable range 
hopping [22]. In general, such localization of the electron 
states in the 1-D PANi nanofibers can be attributed to the 
interaction between the backward scattered and the forward 
moving electrons. Interestingly, the forward moving electrons 
in the individual polymer chains can hop into nearby chains, 
before encountering collision with the backward scattered 
carriers. This inter-chain coupling helps suppress the effect of 
1-D localization in PANi nanofibers. Also, for a network of 
nanofibers, understanding the inter-fiber hopping transport is 
essential, for getting a comprehensive idea about the overall 
charge-transfer process.  

In Fig. 3, the I-V characteristics of a few PANi nanofiber 
derived devices (D1 to D5) (nanofiber dispersion of 0.3 
mg/mL), recorded in the applied bias range of -10V - +10 V, 
are shown. The I-V response is nearly symmetric about the 
vertical axis, indicating non-rectifying behaviour. The 
characteristics, however, is not Ohmic over the entire range of 
applied bias, and the near-linearity is largely confined to the 
lower values. The enlarged view shown in the Inset to Fig. 3, 
clearly reveals the crossover between the near-Ohmic and the 
power-law dominated regions. Keeping such behaviour in 
mind, in this work, for all reported sensing applications, the 
device resistance was calculated strictly in the linear region 
(i.e. -0.5 V < Vbias < 0.5 V) of the transfer-characteristics. 
Also, in doing so, we have limited the analysis only to +ve 
voltages, so as to avoid any inherent hysteresis and zero-
crossing issues. This allows one to calculate the overall device 
resistance as an average quantity, using the standard Ohmic 
relation, without considering the region of non-linearity.  

B. DNA Hybridization detection 

For the envisaged DENVCP detection, device resistances 
were calculated (as described in the previous section) for the 
probe-DNA modified sensors, before and after target DNA 
hybridization. Subsequently, the normalized change in device 
resistance (ΔR/R) was estimated, where ΔR is the difference 

between the device resistance with single stranded probe and 
the double stranded hybridized duplex, and R is the device 
resistance with the probe-DNA. Here, hybridization of the 
target DNA enhances the overall negative surface charge on 
the PANi nanofibers. In an analogy, this incremental negative 
surface charge on the conducting nanofibers can be viewed as 
a controlling gate potential, which in turn dictates the motion 
of charge carriers inside the fibers. Consequently, the overall 
device resistance gets modified, which can be directly 
correlated with the target concentration. At this point, it is 
worthwhile to note in the context of bioanalyte detection with 
chemiresistive sensors, that the overall surface charge 
generated in response to any analyte binding is strongly 
dependent on the pH. The analyte may be positively or 
negatively charged based on its iso-electric point and the 
buffer pH, and therefore, the corresponding surface charge can 
be either positive or negative, which in turn, may increase or 
decrease the device resistance proportionately.  

 In Fig. 4, a calibration curve for the PANi nanofiber-based 
devices is provided, which correlates ΔR/R to the DENVCP 
target DNA concentration (100 pM – 1 µM). Here, the error 
bars indicate standard deviation values corresponding to three 
identical sensing interfaces. Also, in Fig. 4, a four-parameter 
logistic fit is provided, with the derived calibration equation. 
Using the slope of the calibration graph, and the standard 
deviation of the blank response, the limiting detection of the 
sensing interface was estimated to be 6.47 pM. Furthermore, 
in Fig. 4, a bar diagram is provided, comparing the device’s 
response to identical concentrations (1 nM, 10 nM and 100 
nM) of complementary and non-complementary (5’ TGC 
AGA AAA TCT TAG TGT CCC ATC TG 3’) target DNAs, 
so as to establish the specificity of the sensing interface.  

  
 

Fig. 3. I-V characteristics of PANi nanofibers. (Inset- Enlarged view.) 

 

Fig. 4. Calibration curve for the DENVCP target DNA detection using 
the PANi nanofibers, with a four-parameter logistic curve fitting (Top). 
Selectivity analysis at different concentrations of complementary and 

non-complementary targets (Bottom). 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the fabrication of chemiresistive biosensing 
platforms using wet-chemically synthesized PANi nanofibers, 
and their application in Dengue virus specific consensus 
primer detection is reported. Further, current-voltage 
behaviour of the dropcasted nanofiber-networks were studied, 
and discussed in detail. When subjected to target DNA 
detection in the concentration range of 100 pM – 1 µM, the 
chemiresistors accounted for a limiting detection of 6.47 pM. 
The sensing results presented in this work, however, were 
limited only to spiked-buffer samples. Understandably, it is 
essential to investigate the performance of the said sensors 
against real-time patient samples, and the future scope of this 
work is aimed in that direction. 
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